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Just posting that I've updated my other 4 Themes and also done 2 optional New Calligraphy
Themes.

Updates are:(for those who only want the xoopsCode/xoopsQuote fix)

Calligraphy1.1
CalligraphyGreen1.1
BlueGlow1.1
RedGlow1.1

These updates are the same as the Marble1.1 update, which fixes Code/Quote posts giving
them a fixed height and width, so if long codes/quotes are posted they will automatically have
horizontal and/or vertical scrollbars to avoid pushing the page out of line, the same as you see
here on the XOOPS site.

New Calligraphy Themes (a small addition for those who want the xoopsCode/xoopsQuote fix
as well as a built-in Search box)

Calligraphy2
CalligraphyGreen2

These are same as their earlier versions, but also have a Search box in the header so users
can free up space in their columns. These are different versions of the Theme because some
might want a built-in Search box, and some might not. It just gives users and visitors a choice.
They also have the code/quote fix.

All have been tested on XOOPS 2.0.15 and in IE and Firefox browsers and they work fine. They
should work on the same XOOPS platforms as my other themes as well.

You can read more and download them from my main site www.richardsdomain.com

Feedback is welcome both on here or on my site :) Thanks for your support :) ... Enjoy

http://www.richardsdomain.com
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